
E V E N T S



At EPIC, we pride ourselves on orchestrating
unforgettable events. With our exquisite venues,

diverse cuisine options, and a dedicated team of
professionals, we transform ordinary gatherings

into extraordinary experiences.

From crafting custom menus to arranging
entertainment and capturing memorable

moments, our expertise ensures that every detail
is meticulously curated to make your event truly

EPIC. Let us turn your vision into a reality and
create lasting memories that will be cherished for

years to come.

Whether a corporate event or a personal
milestone, celebrate in style at our versatile
venues or through our exceptional catering

services.

EPIC Events



Exquisite Cuisine
Diverse and delectable menu options to

elevate your event.

Flexible Spaces
Multiple customizable venues to
accommodate your guest list.

Comprehensive Services
Let us handle every detail, from catering
to entertainment, ensuring a seamless

and memorable event.

Experienced Team
Rely on our experienced team to bring

your vision to life and exceed your
expectations.

Why choose EPIC?



The EPIC Experience

Custom Menus
We offer flexibility to create menus tailored to

your event, from plated several-course
menus to buffets or passing trays of hors

d’oeuvres for cocktail hours, and more.

Diverse Cuisines
Choose from our wide range of options,

including French, Italian, Asian-fusion, Tapas,
and Vegetarian/Vegan, ensuring a culinary

experience that suits your preferences.

Services Portfolio
We provide access to a network of reliable

services including live music, DJs,
photographers, and more, to enhance your

event's atmosphere and capture memorable
moments.



EPIC Whyte
8115 Gateway Blvd, Edmonton, AB

2nd Floor capacity up to 100
3rd Floor capacity up to 150

Rental rates start at $600/hour

The Venue

EPIC Whyte is Edmonton's exciting new culinary
destination, nestled within a unique, container-like

building at Station Park on the vibrant Gateway
Boulevard and Whyte Avenue. Spread across two

stylishly designed floors, our venue offers a
dynamic and modern atmosphere for any chic

corporate event. Whatever the memorable
occasion, EPIC Whyte promises to deliver an

unparalleled dining and social experience in one
of Edmonton's most iconic neighborhoods. Get
ready to indulge your senses and be a part of

something truly extraordinary.



EPIC brings a world of culinary possibilities to
your event, each tailored to create a distinct

dining experience.

From elegant plated courses that elevate each
bite into a work of art, to the sociable and

interactive nature of family-style dining, there's
something for every occasion. Buffets provide a
generous spread of options, perfect for variety
and personal choice, while food stations add
an element of excitement and customization.
For more casual gatherings, finger foods and

hors d'oeuvres encourage mingling and
snacking and can easily cater to every taste

and style.

With EPIC, your guests will savor a remarkable
culinary journey tailored to your unique vision.



Reach out to us today to explore your event or catering
aspirations. Together, we'll create an unforgettable

experience.


